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Pathfinder Boats Unveils New 2400 TRS for Model Year 2023 

FORT PIERCE, FL, August 15, 2022 – Pathfinder Boats, built by Maverick Boat Group, Inc. (MBG), 

announced the latest addition to its comprehensive bay boat lineup with its new, completely redesigned 

2400 TRS for model year 2023. Modeled after Pathfinder’s popular 2600 TRS, the new 2400 TRS is 

designed to be a family-friendly bay boat equally at home at the sandbar, in a serious fishing tournament, 

or on an elegant sunset cruise. 

To achieve this level of versatility, Pathfinder combined a deeper cockpit with a 9-foot beam and 

incorporated a console big enough to fit an optional head, all firsts in a Pathfinder under 26 feet. The 

higher freeboard offers more big water security for all ages and the wider beam creates more stability at 

rest and more room both for creature comforts and fishing features. The boat has dedicated seating for 8 

passengers including integrated, forward-facing bow backrests that flush into the casting deck, deluxe 

Lebroc helm seats that are independently convertible, and a rear bench seat with a flip down backrest. 

The 2400 TRS offers additional family features such as a sky pylon, forward and aft shades, a teak bow 

table, and an upgraded JL Marine stereo system with amplifier.  

True to Pathfinder’s fishing-focused heritage, the 2400 TRS gives a nod to the serious angler with a 

dedicated, 120-quart fishbox, a 38-gallon livewell with the option for a matched 38- gallon releasewell, 

and rod holder space for up to 24 rods ranging from fly rods to conventional gear to inshore spinning 

tackle. The forward and aft casting decks are free from obstructions and large enough for multiple anglers. 

Advanced fishing options include a second station option with full controls, an extended shaft trolling 

motor for GPS anchoring in chop, and dual Power Poles. The boat is built on a single-stepped hull for 

increased big water performance, speed, and fuel efficiency.  

“We’re serious anglers and we have families, so we know what’s required in a boat that satisfies 

everybody. If one thing falls short, somebody is going to rather stay home. We think the new 2400 TRS 

checks all the boxes and we can’t wait to see full families out on the water, enjoying this boat and all it 

has to offer,” commented Charlie Johnson, Director of Sales and Marketing for Maverick, Hewes, and 

Pathfinder.  

About Maverick Boat Group: 



Located in Fort Pierce, Florida, Maverick Boat Group (MBG) is the designer, manufacturer, and marketer 

of the best in breed boat brands Maverick, Hewes, Pathfinder, and Cobia. Since its inception in 1984, the 

company has been an industry leader in the innovation and design of quality inshore, nearshore and 

offshore fishing boats and many of its models have become standards in their respective foot classes for 

their high performance and appeal to serious anglers and saltwater boating enthusiasts. MBG is a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Malibu Boats Group of Louden, Tennessee.   

 

 

 

 


